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Electron Crystal Reveals Its
Dynamics
Researchers have precisely measured the electrical-transport properties
of a highly ordered Wigner solid—a crystalline state formed of electrons
rather than atoms.
By RyanWilkinson

W hen subjected to a strongmagnetic field,
a two-dimensional system of electrons can form a
crystal structure called a Wigner solid. Scientists have

made disordered Wigner solids but have struggled to produce
ordered ones. Now Pranav Madathil at Princeton University and
his colleagues have overcome this hurdle, demonstrating that
they can create and study an ordered Wigner solid using an
ultra-high-quality electron system [1]. The team says that the
system could be used to test and improve theoretical models of
such crystals.

Madathil and colleagues tailored the layer-by-layer growth of a
semiconducting film such that the film contained a precisely
shaped version of a structure known as a quantumwell. This
structure was designed so that it hosted a two-dimensional
electron systemwith both a low density and a high mobility—a
prerequisite for making a Wigner solid. Following predictions,
the team cooled this electron system to a temperature near
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absolute zero and then applied a powerful magnetic field to it,
realizing an ordered Wigner solid.

Next, the researchers applied an electric current to their Wigner
solid andmeasured how the current’s strength affected two of
the crystal’s electrical-transport properties: its differential
resistance and its electrical noise. They found that as the
current’s strength increased, the Wigner solid passed through
three phases, each identifiable by its differential-resistance and
electrical-noise characteristics. The crystal remained stationary
and was an electrical insulator in the first phase but could move
freely and was an electrical conductor in the other two phases.
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